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OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF COMPRESSIBLE INHOMOGENEOUS SHEAR LAYERS
RELEVANT TO HIGH POWER LASERS

ABSTRACT

Shear layers and wakes are a major source of optical degradation in

flow lasers. The structure of these flows has been studied experimentally

with special attention given to their optical properties. Gases with

different refractive indices were investigated and the effects of density

ratio and Mach numher were measured. The time averaged optical properties

of inhomoqeneous shear layers are reported here wherein the principle for

field measurement was the Strehl ratio. Modification of the apparatus for

low speed measurement, including periodic forcing of the shear is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fluid mechanics is involved in many lasing processes and the flow field

must he of excellent optical quality so that a near diffraction limited

laser beam may he attained. With the general trend of laser development

towards shorter wavelenghts, the fluid optics challenge is increased con-

siderahly. In general, the conditioning of the gas laser cavity or external

flow effects will continue to he a problem area. The fluid mechanical

sources of fluid possible optical difficulties must be carefully examined

and understood. It is known that phase distribution as well as, to a lesser

degree, amplitude distribution across a coherent beam determines beam

quality. We studied basic fluid mechanical properties of compressible shear

layers and their effect on the phase distribution of a laser beam.

The 2-fD inhomogeneous shear layer is chosen for a number of reasons.

It is a simple and well studied flow, at least a low Macn number, M. How-

ever, there is no experimental optical data which concentrates on the coher-

ent effects produced by the layer and the extent of the mixing interface on

optics. Part of the research involves studying the properties of single

two-dimensional shear layers at high Mach numbers and Reynolds numbers ap-

propriate for high power lasers. Exprimentally this involves a systematic A

investigation with independent control of density ratio and compressibility

effects of the free jets, which has not been done before. The optical

quality of each shear layer was measured by examining the farfield diffrac-

tion pattern of laser beams passing through the layer. We hoped to under-
",

stand and to predict compressible shear layer growth rate and optical per-

formance on the basis of this study. Ways of controlling the optical degra-

dation due to these layers has been suggested too. The 2-D layer is now

heing ohserved using controlled perturbation techniques which may be used to

_%'% ,W" ' ','% % ,, %, , %,,,
•
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advantage. The structures of these layers, when subjected to small but con-

trolled perturbations, change leading to a rapid change in the mixing rate

and probably the optical quality of the layer.
'N.

In the following section we will discuss our progress during this

grant.

II. PROGRESS DURING GRANT PERIOD

a. Equipment and Setup

We were forced to move the experimental apparatus to a new location

early in our program. The new laboratory (location in the AERB) resulted in

improved apparatus and larger mass flow capability than from the previous
5.

setup. As part of the move, a new and larger capacity gas supply and meter-

ing system was constructed.

The test gases were ducted away from the optical table area after being

discharged by the free jet, otherwise there would he optical interference

with the diagnostic systems. The exhaust system carries the spent test

gases away from the optical table and discharges them outside the laboratory

building. The modest suction required is provided by an ejector in the

exhaust ducting.
N.,

Substantial changes were made in the schlieren and interferometer opti-

cal diagnostic systems. Both systems were increased to 7.5 cm aperture

(from earlier aperture of 4 cm) and the schlieren system was further modi-

fied to permit observation parallel and perpendicular to the shear layer

simultaneously. The Mach-Zehnder interferometer system uses 6.5 cm beam

splitters and mirrors and a new 7.5 cm beam-expanding telescope was built.

The equipment includes a ruby laser and another Galilean beam expanding-

telescope.

5.
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Nozzle exit dimensions chosen were 1.4 cm x 1.4 cm for Mach numbers up

to 2.0. These represented a compromise between having a realistic nozzle

dimension and the prohibitive expenses associated with large test gas mass

flows. Reynolds numbers based on the nozzle exit dimensions will vary from

1.6 x 105 at M = 0.5 to 1.4 x 106 at M =2. A sketch of the test section is

shown in Fig. 1 for the reader's convenience.

h. Observations and Tests

During the first part of this program subsonic shear layers were

investigated. Shear layer growth rates for jet Mach numbers of 0.1, 0.3 and

n.6 were measured using a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Interferograms using

a He-Ne laser source were obtained for jets with various density ratios.

Time-averaged optical density (3on=-l) profiles through shear layers were 5"

.

calculated using such data. The results were compared with data available f-

in the literature at low Mach numbers and fairly good agreement was

achieved. We have observed a 30% growth rate reduction with the increase of

Mach number from 0.1 to 0.6. Higher subsonic Mach number tests have been

tried with Mach-Zehnder interferometers, but the optical quality of long

exposure interferograms are poor due to loss of optical contrast. Stop

action schlieren photographs were taken for various jets of gas at Mach

numbers of 0.1, 0.6 and 0.9. The density ratio was varied from 0.66 to 7.2.

For the lower Mach number jets coherent structure is not clear. Pictures

were also taken simultaneously normal to the shear layer. Time averaged

schlieren photographs have provided qualitative measurements of the shear

layer growth rates. A reduction in the growth rate of shear layers with

increasing Mach number and density ratio was observed.

0
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Stop-action interferograms viewed normal to the turbulent interface

have been taken for all the test gases. Such data provide near-field phase

infromation. A package of software for automated data reduction using digi-

tal reading and processing of interferograms on an Apple II computer was

developed. With the aid of this program, we were able to calculate the

phase degradation of a ruby laser beam as a function of the distance from .4.

the exit of nozzle.

Papers were published related to the work on this project. The first 0

deals with the fluid mechanical aspects of the program and was presented at

the 17th AIAA Fluid Dynamics, Plasma Dyanmics and Lasers Conference in June,

1F84 The second paper deals with the optical properties of the shear layers

and was presented at the Chemical Gas Flow Lasers Conference in August,

1984. A third paper on computer reduction of the interferograms was pub-

lished in the Review of Scientific Instruments.

Testing of a shearing interferometer as a supplement for the Mach-

Zehnder interferometry was initiated then. The shearing interferometer pro-

duces an interference pattern between two rays displaced a finite distance

apart hy the splitter plate. The interference pattern produced by the flow

field does not give optical density, but optical density difference between

a preset distance across the flow-field. The test results proved useful,

hut additional development was not warranted.

Later shear layer growth rates for Mach numbers in excess of 0.9 were

measured using a shearing interferometer using a He-Ne laser source. Pulsed

schlieren pictures were also taken of these flows. A series of stop action %7

Mach-Zehnder interferograms of shear layers at Mach numbers up to 1.4 were %

also taken and some interesting features were observed. But the most

consistent results on spreading rates came from long exposure schlieren

,J.4
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Al

measurements. In these measurements, the shear layers spreading rates were

seen to decrease significantly with increasing M. A density ratio effect 
"A

(spreading rates decreasing with increasing X ) was also seen. Large scale

coherent structures of the type well known in low speed shear layers were

very obvious at M=O.1, were progressively less apparent at M=0.6 and M=U.9

and were apparently absent at M=1.4. The results of shear layer thickness

measurements are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

Experiments were carried out to investigate the optical properties of

fast shear layers by means of far field diffraction patterns of a circular

laser beam resulting from its passage through the layer. The focal plane

enerqy distribution of the laser beam is the far field pattern that was

measured as part of this program. For these experiments, two different

sized parallel HeNe laser beams, one 0.5 cm in diameter and the other 1.0 cm .S..

in diameter, were used to produce the far-field information. Each beam was

passed throiqh a rectangular gas jet with cross section of 1.4 cm on a side

hounded on three sides by glass walls. After passing through the shear .

layer and jet, the beam exited through the glass wall and was demagnified by

a telescope for convenience. The modified Airy pattern image was thus

produced. The far field images were than compared to the tare data taken in

an identical manner, except without the gas jet and shear layer.

Optical quality measurements taken normal to the high subsonic flow
,1'

shear layer were carried out using a cw HeNe light source to obtain time

averaged results. The measurements concentrated on Strehl ratio and tilt '5-

aberration error. These results were obtained by using a new electronic -- S.. W

digital image acquisition system. These measurements covering various Mach

numbers, M, and density ratios, were published in two masters theses at the

University by D. Higgins and T. Blum. j
4%
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These results coupled with our previous shear layer measurements pro-

vided us with values of shear layer width to correlate with density ratio

and Mach number. The near-field beam degradation may be related to the far-

field intensity if the Strehl ratios are measured. Parameters such as the

laser wave number, k, and the index refraction change, An, across the layer

are known. The mean shear layer thickness, 6, is known from our fluid

mechanical experiments. In the cases where no coherent structure is seen,

the scale lengths may he assumed to be roughly proportional to the measured

shear layer thickness. Under these conditions we may write the Strehl ratio

as

Strehl Ratio = exp (-7 -2) = exp (-Ak 2An26 2)

Values of A were found for the range of interest based on our measurements

of 6 and Strehl ratio. This correlation relates the far-field performance

to fluid mechanical parameters that are defined with respect to the mean

thickness of the shear layer. A synopsis of this optical work has been

published in the Proceedings of the International Conference on Fluid

Mechanics in China 1987.

c. Low Speed Experimental Setup

The optical results in which large scale structures seem to assert an

influence require additional testing. Because of experimental difficulties

on the size of the apparatus and practical interest in low speed flow, the

emphasis has been shifted from a high speed shear layer to the optics of low

speed shear layers. This required a transition to a new flow facility which

has been built. This new and much larger wind tunnel allows for larger test

beams (diameter > 5.0 cm). In contrast to what was done earlier, two

coplanar flows with velocities U, and U2 and densities Pand 2 initially

%%
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mix on contact at 0 =. Previously, only one free jet had been used. Now

the velocity ratio can be varied. The Mach numbers of the flows are con-

siderably less than one and should have no effect on the shear layer. In

addition, each nozzle exit geometry has an aspect ratio of 4:1 in order to
.5"

provide for better 2D flow characteristics and are enlarged considerably for

ease of use. The overall flow consists of free-shear layer mixing between

two parallel streams in the presence of walls which bound the streams.

This low speed test facility essentially consists of two independent

side-hy-side tunnels discharging into a common test section as shown in

Fig. 4. Each channel was installed with one honeycomb and three screens to

reduce the turhulence level of the freestream. A perforated plate was

inserted in one of the channels to produce a velocity difference 5etween the

two streams. The nozzles have exit cross sections of 4" x I" each. The

turhulence level was measured by hot wires to he about 0.5' at the exit

plane of the nozzles. A plexiglass test section was fabricated to be 12"

long, 4" wide and 2" high. The top and bottom walls were adjustable so that

the pressure gradient in the flow direction can be minimized. Under there

conditions, the flow field is, on the basis of hot wire and optical measure-

ments, very similar to those of others. Extensive depth hot wire measure-

ments in perturbed flow are in the process of being obtained.

Using optically dissimilar gases provides differences in the index of

refraction that can be used to study the flow and obtain optical details on

the mixing process. A rectangular plenum chamber equipped with six small

fans was utilized to supply air flow. Other gases were introduced from

pressuri7ed gas hottles for the dissimilar gas mixing layer case with an

additional splitter plate. A thin oscillating flap with a width of 10 mm

was addei at the end of the splitter plate as a source of external

.%
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perturbation. It was suspended by a music wire under tension such that the

flap could he oscillated around its leading edge by two voice coils at fre-

quencies up to 200 cps and up to an amplitude of 2 mm (see Fig. 4). The

second part of the preliminary investigation is the inhomogeneous mixing

layer. Air-He and air-CO 2 mixing layers were chosen, because substantial

index-refraction differences exist hetween these gases which are very good

for schlieren and shadowgraph pictures. The experiment conditions were kept

hasically the same as the air to air mixing layer in order to he comparable.

The instantaneous schlieren and shadowgraph pictures with both plan and side

view in both inhomogeneous and homogeneous mixing layers have been done.

With perturbation, the nature of large coherent structures in the spanwise

direction is evident and showed in side and plan view pictures.

Our preliminary experimental results confirmed the two-dimensional

nature of large streamwise coherent structures in both the homogeneous and

inhomogeneous mixing layers. They are essentially a kind of instability

wave having a natural frequency and are highly susceptible to external

perturbation. This feature may make it possible to improve and finally con-

trol the optical properties of the mixing layer.

d) Numerical Modeling
U.

While the project is largely experimental, numerical simulations of

plane 2D mixing layers have also been initiated this year. Direct numerical

simulations are currently being carried out by solving the nonsteady 20

Euler equations without employing sub-grid scale modeling.

Basically, we are applying MacCormack's finite volume methods to solve

the Euler equations. Only the explicit scheme has been used at this time.

Even for two dimensional flow, such a program is formidable and takes con-

siderable computer time. Our initial results, for an air-air shear layer

:2
, . ,,. , _, , -, , ,,.-, , .., ,, .. ..,,-,, .. .... .. ,, .. .., ., . , .. ,. : .S
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with a velocity ratio of 1/2 show a normalized spreading rate of about

0.055. This is smaller, but consistent with some experimental observations

which are about 0.06. Mean values of streamwise velocity show a character-

istic spreading behavior. It seems that the mean growth of the shear layer %

is given quite well even if viscosity is not employed in the basic

equations. However, considerable improvements in the code are needed for
.5

inhomogeneous flows. We are now computing two air streams with different

enthalpies so that the density ratio is 1.1.
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A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF INHOMOGENEOUS SHEAR LAYERS
Hamid Johari,* Hugh Poling,* H.T. Chen,** D.W. Bogdanoff

+

and Walter H. Chrlstiansen*
Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics

University of Washington
Seattle, Washington 98195 4

Abstract where I is the density ratio and MI is the Mach

number the high speed cis stream. 11 the points

Fluid mechan'cal and optical properties of two- are either incompressibl. results or fall along a

dimensional, subsonic shear layers with zero single curved line. Representative values for high

velocity ratio have been investigated. Experimental power laser resonators lie in the hatched areas in

measurements of shear layer growth rates and laser the '-Ml plane. The hatched area along I - In P

* beam degradation for propagation normal to the Fig. Is representative of refractive index matched

turbulent interface are presented. From schlieren aerodynamic windows.

photographs and long exposure interferograms taken
parallel to the shear layer, growth rates were found The fluid dynamics and gas optical properties

to decrease with increasing Mach number. Coherent of single two-dimensional shear layers at Mach

structure was observed at jet Mach numbers of 0.1. numbers and Reynolds nunbers appropriate for high

while the shear layer structure appears to be more power lasers are being studieo. Experimentally this

random at jet Mach numbers of 0.6 to 0.9. Inter- involves a systematic investigation through

ferograms taken normal to the shear layer snow that independent control of density ratio and compressi-

the greatest beam degradation is for a heliLm Jet bility effects of the free ets. This is usually

since the net index of refraction difference across accomplished by using Jet of various helium and

the shear layer is the largest. The helium jet also argon mixtures. Of importance is the examination of

produced larger shear layer growth rate than the comoressible shear layers accompanying these jets

others. The least beam degradation was observed for for evidence of coherent, large scale vortical

a jet of a helium and argon mixture with a &ail structures, since such large scale structures are

refractive index change across the shear layer. even nore troublesome optlcally than a ranccm tur-
bulent fheld.

1. IntroductIon
This paper describes tne constricticn and

There are numerous instances where laser beams assenily of a subsonic nozzle ssStei. The density

encounter turbulent interfaces in hign power gas fields snowing shear layer spreading was ieasurea

laser tecnnology. Shear layers and wakes occur in using lcng-exposure interferogr3ms. in acItlo,

the resonators of most high power laser systems, but stop-action schlieren potograons have been taken

particularly in the gasdynanic laser and supersonic with pictures taxen simultaneously parallel and per-

diffusion laser. The extraction of power usually pendicular to the shear layer These tests have teen

involves passing the beam through interfaces wnich done at Mach numbers )f 0.1, 0.6 and 0.9 with

often involve dissimilar gases of different optical various density ratios. At the same test conoi-

properties. Shear layers are also an important tions, long exposure interferograms parallel to tne

feature of aerodynamic windows (i.e., gas windows shear layer using an He-Ne laser have been taken.

which separate the lasing medium from the surroun- This permits determination of the shear layer

ding environment by means of aerodynamic forces even spreading rates. These growth rates are compared

with substantial pressurt, differences across the with the literature, thus checking the quality of S
window). While a numoer of Investigations

, 2 3 of the flow field and evaluating the interferometric

the optical properties of this flow have been technique. A particular aspect of this experiment

carried out, additional study is warranted to cover is to study the effect of Mach number on large scale

a wider range of experimental conditions, structures. Interferograms using a ruby laser beam
perpendicular to the snear la)er have been taken

A review of the literature on shear layers also. The photographs provide preliminary phase

indicates that most experiments are restricted to error data wnih are used to determine the scale

low Mach numbers or, when compressibility is size and aIolitude of the refractive index pertur-

important, to conditions limited to those obtained bations in the shear layer and sncw the reions of

from air streams of equal stagnation temperature the shear layer producing the most serious degrada-

rather than dissimilar gases. In the latter cases, tion of the laser beam. These measurements should

Mach number and density ratio were varied simulta- enable one to identify the basic fluid mechanical

neously, making it difficult to separate tne effects optical effects of shear layers and their effect on

of compressibility and density ratio. The far-field perforance of a laser oeam. J
experimental conditions of the earlier work are
shown in Fig. I by points in the Ap and MI plane 2. Flew Geomtrv 3nd "easurement Technioues

*Graduate Research Assistant, Dept. of Aeronautics & A twu-dimensional symmetric nozzle with a %

Astronautics; Student Member, AIAA. 1.4 cm square exit was employed to produce a
"Visiting Research Associate, LW; Associate subsonic srear layer. This Investigation is focused
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of Sciences, Beijing, PRC. view of the flow e:rnetry is shcwn in Fig. 2. The
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minimize boundary layer growth. The momentum coated negative lens. The beam is not parallel, but
thickness, e, at the exit of nozzle was calculated very slightly diverging while passing through the
to be 0.0027 cm for MI - 0.1. The nozzle plenum shear layer. This should produce only negligible
pressure Is measured using a strain gauge pressure distortion in the interferograms. The long exposure
transducer connected to a pressure tap located 6 mm Interferograms presented here were taken parallel to
downstream of the second orifice plate. the shear layer; the short exposure Interferograms

were taken normal to the shear layer.
The test section is formed from three flat

plates of optical glass set up to be a continuation 3. Shear Layer Spreading Measurements
of the three walls of the nozzle. The open fourth
side allows the room air to mix with the nozzle exit Long exposure interferograms were used to
flow. The test section is 7.5 cm long. Jets of measure the shear layer spreading rate.An exposure
various helilum and argon mixtures permit variations time of about 0.1 sec was used to give proper time-
of density ratio at different flow conditions. The averaging. The mean growth rate of the index of
Reynolds number, based on the nozzle exit dimension, refraction profiles of the shear layer were measured
ranges from 3.1(004) to 3.3(105) for a mixture with by counting the fringe shifts. If the mean fringe
AP t I and MI a 0.1 to 0.9, respectively. A catcher shift is denoted by 1,N, then
wt a slight applied suction is placed at the end
of the test section to remove the exhaust gases. L
The catcher entry has large radius edges and the = Ln = L ( p) , n-' =
width of the catcher opening is adjustable to accom- A
modate various shear layer spreading rates.

where L optical patn length,
Gas mixtures are supplied to the nozzle from a X= wavelength of the laser (5328A),

bank of gas cylinders. The arrangement allows four p - density, and
different mixtures to be tested with a particular a - Gladstone-Dale constant.
optical diagnostic system. The system provides fine
control of the nozzle mass flow rate over a nozzle The change in (so) across the shear layer was
exit Mach numbier range of 0.0-0.9. A quarter turn calculated by measuring tN at four positions down-
valve is used to start and stop the test runs. The stream of the nozzle exit.
valve Is ope'ed 2-3 secs for a test run. The
h,;res: mass flow rate used to date was 87 gm/sec at Figure 4 is an interferogram for a gas nixture
M - 0.9: I. The gases that have been tested (38 He/62 Ar) having a density equal to -'at of air
are He, CC? and two mixtures consisting of at room temperature at MI - 0.3. The flow is from
86 he/4 Ar and .8 He/62 Ar by volume, left to rignt. The noble gas mixture is on the

lower portion of the photograpn while amnbient air is
Tne scnlieren apoaratus Fig. 3 can be used to a: the top. Note that the pattern loses its

take s ulta-eQs pnotograpns parallel and normal to contrast far from the nozzle exit. Other interfero-
the shear layer. The lignt source is a 0.12 cm wide grams were taken at Mach numoers of 0.1, 0.3, and
spark gap operated in dry nitrogen. The light 0.6 for this mixture. A mixture of substantially
duration Is approximately 300 nsec. Two 7.5 cm dia- different density ratio produced too many fringe
meter parabolic mirrors are used to produce parallel shfts to be accurately analyzed by this tecnnique.
beams of light. 7he beams can be accurately aligned This set of data was read by nand which limits the
parallel and normal to the shear layer. After resolution to about 0.2 fringe. Self-similar
passing througm the Shear layer, the beams are profiles were obtained using a computer program
focused On the knife edges by two additional minimizing the mean square error of this profile.
mirrors. The shear layer is imaged on the two film
planes at approximately unity magnification. The virtual origin, xo, of the shear layer was

calculated using this program to give the best fit
Long exposure interferograms were taken paral- linear growth rate. The root-mean-square error of

lel to the shear layer with a Mach-Zehnder inter- the self-similarity profiles were about 5%.
ferometer. 4 The system also uses 7.6 cm diameter Figure 5 snows refractive index profiles plotted in
optics. The optics are mounted in steel optical non-dimensIonal coordinates for the interferogram
mounts wnich are in turn bolted to a 5 cm thick shown in Fig. 4. The transverse coordinate is n and
alininum plate. This massive structure is useful to is defined as
reduce the blurring of the long exposure Interfero-
gram due to acoustic radiation from tne shear layer. n

Two different laser light sources are used with The vertical axis of Fig. 5, laoeled Index/Compo-
the Macn-Zehnder interferometer. Long exposure sition, refers to refractive index variation i
photographs are taken using a I mw He-Ne laser as inside the shear layer when non-dimensionalized by
the light source. The He-Ne beam is expanded to a the difference of the Index between the free stream
diameter of the optics using a telescope equipped and ambient air. The downstream position of each
wlth a spatial filter. An exposure time of 0.1 sec data set is also shown in the figure.
was generally used.

Figure 6 shows the best fit curve for three
Optical quality data were obtained using short mean index profiles and Fieoler's 5 mean temperature

exposure interferograms taKen normal to the shear data. The right hand ,ortion of the graph shows the
'ayer. An actively Q-switched ruby laser was used comparison between Fiedler's curve and the M1 - 0.1
as the light source. The pulse energy is about 20 profile. The two curves agree reasonably well.
mJ and the pulse length is l00 nsec. To obtain te The left hand side of Fig. 6 presents a comparison
necessary coherence length fcr inter'erometry, it is among M, . 0.3. and 0.6 profiles. The general
necpesary ,o te. an etal), Is !r, laser pt-ut shape of tne M1 c 0.3 curve :oes not agree with the
-oup er. 1he is expani. e using a sirnp p n- MI 0.1. ani 0.5 profiles. It Snows a larger
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growth rate than the two other cases. The reason is 4. Schlieren Observation of the Shear Layer
not known at this time. Also, note that the
M, - 0.6 profile has a higher slope throughout the
layer and gives a smaller growth rate than MI  0.. Schlleren photographs were taken for jets of

The data from Ref. 5 was chosen because the C 2  N2 , 38 He/62 Ar, 86 He/14 Ar and He at Mach

experiments are similar and the index profile data niziiers of 0.1, 0.6 and 0.9. Figures 7. (a) and (b)

corresponds with temperature if one assumes An is M1 - 0.1. Figures 7, (c) and (d) show photographs
proportional to density. Although the Mach numbers at M- 0.6 for the same mixture Figures 7, (e)
are different (in Fielder's case MI u 0.02), the and (f) show photographs for CO2 at MI - 0.1 and
Reynolds numbers are close, thus providing a good Figs. 7, (g) and (h), show photographs for CO2 at
check on the results for the MI - 0.1 profile. For Mi - 0.6. The flow is from left to right in all the
low speed flow, Mach number should not have any pictures in Fig. 7. In photographs viewing the
effect on the growth rate of the shear layer. A groth rate, the jet Is on the bottom while ambient
comparison among this data and that of Ref. 5 s grwh at the t the botto l aie
presented in Table 1. For this data l is nearly mixture is 3.2 for the low dah number dad .9 for

one. The Reynolds number of the flow is based on
free stream properties and the maximum observed the high speed case. The corresponding density

length of the snear layer, Xmax. According to ratios for CO2 are 0.66 and 0.60.
Bradshaw,6 a free smear iaytr becomes self-similar The sohleren effect was quite small for N2 and
with respect to Reynolds stresses at distances
greater than 1000 momentum thicknesses (calculated 38 He/62 Ar jets since the index of refraction dif-
at the nozzle exit). The ratio x a cul for this ference was very slignt at low Mach numoers. For
experiment s estimated to io ea In excess of most cases, shear layer growth rate estimated fromexeietI sirde jt l l- v "neceso the photo~r3 nS decreasel with increasing Mach _
this requirement. The nondimersional snear layer nu~ei . An enseble of ust a few pictures gave
thickness IS .tn which wdS .defined by tre slope of a numbt er. clesee tof tat a ew itres ae
straight line passing through the non-dimensional rests very close to that of mean interferometeric

0 sdata for growth rate of the shear layer. At the
points n - 0.2 ani - 0.3. Lastly, 10.5 lowest Mach nuvber coheent structure3 was observed
represents te location ofl 0.in all cases. in the eGion close to the nozzle

It is apparent from P1. 5 aid Table I that the exit in Fiq. 7 a , roll-up of the vortices is

lowest Mach nurjber profile matores we!* with data visible, w ile turbulence becomes evident in the

from Ref. 5. The usual and 95. points used in regions furt"er downstream. Figure 7(e) shows an
velccity profiles were not used for two reasons, unusually lar;e roil-up of the vortices throughout

First, refractive Index profiles do not correspond the test section. At higher Mach number the

necessarily to velocity profiles. Secondly, because conerent structure disappears and the flow seems to

of the lar;e scatter In data around the asymptotic be more of a random nature (see Figs. 7(c) and

levels, it is much more accurate to use te 80% and 7tg'). in some cases the initial roll-up of,oue n 81 ad vrtices was cbserved even at Mi - 0.6. Pictures
20'. points. Most of the scatter In data is believed
to be a result of manually realing tre interferogrzm taken normal to the srear layer at low Mach number

and possible changes in tne tare interferogram. An show the spanwise-sinuous wiggles observed
an elsewnerel3 (see Figs. 7(o) and (f)). Upstream of

rutomtedout ising evompted (rapse andx) the wiggles the flow is nearly two-dimensional,
digital readout is being developed (see Appendix). while downstream, small scale three-dimensional
The shear layer thickness is reduced by about 30.wit a icras o M fomQ~2 o .5 weras motions and streamwise streaks exist. It is
wth in decreased only 1. One mght argue that this coul believed tnat this is a manifestation of an initial
be a e number effect since it is trlted going from three-dimensional instability and plays an important
be a 0.1 tomber effect 0. eris triegong hm role in the introduction of small scale structureMI - 0.1 to M1  - 0.6. However, Breienthal,7 has into the flow. At higher Mah nuber some strut-

suggested that it cannot be purely a result of the

change in the Reynolds number. Higher Reynolds tures and streamwise streaks are observable;

number only affects the position of the virtual however, they cannot be readily related to the
origin, xo, and therefore the initial roll-up of the wiggles in low Macn number flow (see Figs. 7(d) and
voriines. Andotherefr th(iiia)ol-u)f.h
vortices. Another possible explanation is that (h)
acoustic radiation may interact with the pairing 5. Cotical Ouality Measure-e'tS Normal to the
process of the vortices. Crow and Champagned were
able to change the growth rate of a jet radically by Shear Layer

using external acoustic radiation through a The main objective in this project is to
loudspeaker at the frequency, 0.2 Ui/C. In this ti
experiment the acoustic source was tre jet itself determine the degradation of 3n optical beam due to

rather than an external source. It is not clear if refractive index fluctuation resulting from

the effect would be the same, but acoustic noise may turbulence in a snear layer. Stop-action interfero-

chagethesnarlayr rowh at. One ~grams were taken nor-mal to the shear layer, forchange the snear layer growtri rate. Other possible various density ratios, to obtain near-feld phase N

effects exist. For example, dissipatdion neating of
the middle region of the shear layer may be a error data. Figure 8 snows three interferograms

factor. This latter effect would be more apparent taken at M1 - 0.6 and a tare (no-flow) interfero-
gram. The density ratios are 0.60, 0.gg, and 6.5

at higher Mach numbers. More data is re;uired to gr CTh densit a tior . 9. and 6.

determine the cause of the growth rite reduction. for C02 , 28 He162 --, and He, respectively. There

Higher subsonic Mach nLznoer tests (mainly. Ml - 0.9) is a striking difference between the index fluc-

have been tried. At present, the quality of the tuations, as expected.1
2 The index of refraction

interferograms is poor due to loss of optical difference between the jet and air at room tempera-

contrast. Various improveients are neino instituted ture was lowest for the mixture (.kn 7.7 x 10- 5 )

to improve the resjlts at nii mai .and hin *st for He (u = 2.35 - 10-4). Qualitative -1
t mr t ru" esti of the mean square phase error shows that

the i n degradation is worse for C02 comoared with
the i ire by nearly one )rder of magnitude in the
self- 'r region. A ti jet on the other hand

%
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produces the most error, giving an order of
magnitude increase in the mean square of the phase
error over CO2. These phase errors can be
correlated to (4n) 2 across the shear layer. Not
only is an larger across the layer in the case of He
Jet, but the jet exhibits the largest growth rate
among the gases being tested at this Mach number.
At this time we are in the process of evaluating
these data more completely using an automated data
reduction system.
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Author M1  Re xmx Xrax AnX3XmaxXaAuho I  ) ex,m ax  
T nno. 5  'x ,a-

Fiedler5  0.02 1.09 4.0x05 1400 0.26 -0.033 -0.071

This Work 0.12 1.10 8.4xIO4 1400 0.23 -0.046 -0.14

0.32 1.07 2.6.105 2600 0.20 -0.037 -0.21

0.58 0.99 2.8xi05 1900 0.20 -0.047 -0.31 Ile

Table 1. Comparison of mean index profiles.
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Fig. 3. Two direction scnlieren system. SG is the 0 .2
ZI

spark gap, M are plane mirrors, PM are parabolic
mirrors, TS is the test section, K are knife edges %
and F are photographic plates. 0.2 0 10.2 0 -0.2

Fig. 6. Nondimensfonal index profiles. Lefthand
graph shows our data for various Mach numbers:

M=0.1 (solid line), M=0.23 (dash-dot line) and M=0.6

(dashed line). Righthand graph ccmoares our M=0.1

data (solid line) with data from Fiedler (dash-
double dot line).
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Fig. 7. Two direction schlieren photographs. The upper photcgrapi of each pair was taken looking

parallel to the shear layer and the lower photograph was taken looking normal to the shear layer.
a) and b): M,0.11. %,,=3.2, c) and d): M=.57, ) =2.9, e) and f): M=0.13, .X,0.66, and 9) and h):

M=0.69, X. =0.60. t

Fig 8.Ba erdtinitreairm 3na

M 0.6. Flow is from lefttorg, Ga nxue

are a) CO 2. b) 3GIWe62Ar, c) He vkJd d) tare.
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_Appendix

Determination of the Density Profile in the Shear
Iayer'va Computer Processing

The density profile in the shear layer may be
determined directly by means of digital optical
readout and processing by a computer. As an interim
step to a more sophisticated system yet to be
developed. we are using a Microneye camera with a
256x128 pixel format and Apple II computer. In this Y I
approa-h, a photograph of the shear layer from the
Iach-Zehnder interferometer is used as the source of
information. Using the Microneye computer program,
the photograph can be displayed on the monitor or
printed using a dot matrix printer with graphics
capability as shown in Fig. A(I). Due to turbulence
in the flow, the fringes in the shear layer are not
clear enough. Therefore, many pictures of the same
object with different light levels (40% to 60.) were AlI
taKen, and summed In the computer memory. This was
done Ir an effort to enhance contrast levels. (The
information at each point on the screen is trans-
lated into binary data as 0 (brignt dot) and I (dark
dot) and summed appropriately for 5 pictures.) The .
central location of. each fringe is determined
according to the location and width of the maximum
value. The dots shown in Fig. A(I) are tne fringe
center locations drawn by the computer. The tare
picture is treated in the same way, but only one
picture needs to be taKen because the fringes are
distinct everywhere.

The number of the fringes in each picture is opi(caI density
then counted along 15 horizontal lines. The density
in the flow field along this sampling line is then
calculated. On each line, the numoer of fringes at
that position is calculated and the optical density A 2
obtained by using

(8p) - (NF - NT) + (ap)a 0

where I - wavelength of laser beam, Fig. Al. Digitized interferogram at M=0.32.
L - optical path length, Fig. A2. Optical density prfiles at six

5p - optical density of test gas mixtures
(0p)a - optical density of air, stations downstream of the nozzle exit.

NF - fringe number of test picture, and
NT - fringe number of tare picture.

Connecting the density value at each point
vertically, a density profile picture is obtained.
Manual correction of the data is necessary to get
accurate values of ap. One of the results of tne
calculation on Fig. A(I) is shown in Fig. A(2).
However, this method was not used in the reduction
of the interferograms presented In this paper, since
the method is not yet perfected.

*dC~~.~-.
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A study of inhomogeneous shear layers and their effect in laser beam
degradation
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Seattle, Washington 98195, U.S.A.

Abstract. Optical properties of two-dimensional, subsonic shear layers S
with zero velocity ratio have been investigated. Measurements of shear
layer growth rates and laser beam degradation for propagation normal to . .
the turbulent interface are presented. The shear layer growth rates
were found to decrease with increasing Mach number. Interferograms
taken normal to the shear layer show that the beam degradation is a
function of the index of refraction difference across the layer.

1. Introduction

Shear layers and wakes occur in the resonators of many high power lasers.
The extraction of power usually involves passing the beam through .
interfaces which often involve dissimilar gases of different optical
properties. Shear layers are also an important feature of aerodynamic
windows. While a number of investigations (Legner et al 1978, Vu et al
1980) of the optical properties of this flow have been carried out, %
additional study is warranted to cover a wider range of experimental
conditions.

The fluid dynamics and gas optical properties of single two-dimensional
shear layers have been studied at Mach numbers and Reynolds numbers appro-
priate for lasers. Experimentally this involves a systematic investigation
through independent control of density ratio and compressibility effects of
the free jets. This is usually accomplished by using jets of various
helium and argon mixtures. Of importance is the examination of com- 0
pressible shear layers accompanying these jets for evidence of coherent,
large scale vortical structures, since such large scale structures are more
troublesome optically than a random turbulent field.

Shear layer spreading rates were measured using long-exposure interfero-
grams and schlieren photographs. These tests were done at Mach numbers of
0.1, 0.6 and 0.9 with various density ratios. These growth rates are -e
compared with the literature. Interferograms using a ruby laser beam
parallel and perpendicular to the shear layer have been taken also. The
photographs provide phase error data which can be used to determine the
scale and amplitude of the refractive index perturbations in the layer.

2. Experimental Setup

This investigation is focused on zero velocity ratio shear layers in which
a two-dimensional symmetric nozzle with a 1.4 cm square exit was employed.
Free stream turbulence is reduced by two orifice plates. The nozzle has a
6:1 area contraction with steep (450) sid,:walis to minimize boundary layer
growth. The momentum thickness, ^, at the exit of nozzle was calculated to

% '#' ' ,,' ' , . , , , . , , c , . ., -. - .. - .. , - .. ,, . . , . - . . . . . • '
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plates of optical glass set up to be a continuation of three walls of the
nozzle. The open fourth side allows the room air to mix with the nozzle
exit flow. The test section is 7.5 cm long. Jets of various helium and
argon mixtures permit variations of density ratio at different flow con-
ditions. The Reynolds number, based on the nozzle exit dimension, ranges
from 3.1(104) to 3.3(105) for a mixture with X = 1 and M1 = 0.1 to 0.9,

respectively. The gases tested are He, N2 , CO2 and two mixtures consisting r,
of 86 He/14 Ar and 38 He/62 Ar by volume.

Long exposure interferograms were taken parallel to the shear layer with a
Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Two different laser light sources are used
with the interferometer. Long exposure photographs are taken using a 1 mW
He-Ne laser as the light source. Optical quality data were obtained using
short exposure interferograms taken normal to the shear layer. A
Q-switched ruby laser was used as the light source.

S
3. Spreading Rate Measurements

Long exposure interferograms were used to measure the shear layer spreading
rate. An exposure time of about 0.1 sec was used to give proper time-
averaging. The mean growth rate of the index of refraction profiles of the
shear layer were measured by counting the fringe shifts. Fig. I is an
interferogram for a gas mixture (38 He/62 Ar) having a density equal to
that of air at room temperature at MI = 0.3. The gas mixture is on the
left portion of the photoeraph. Other interferograms were taken at Mach
numbers of 0.1 and 0.6. Self-similar profiles were obtained using a
computer program minimizing the mean square error of this profile. Fig. 2
shows refractive index profiles plotted in non-dimensional coordinates for
the interferogram shown in Fig. 1. The transverse coordinate is n, defined
as n y/(x-xo). The vertical axis of Fig. 2, refers to refractive index

ic~ o.9

2.0
.3.3

= "24.2 0

~rz ~LCW 5PEE SZCE

--. 0 0 0. 0 0.Z0 0.30 -0.30 -0.'0 -0.60

Fig. 1. (left) Long exposure interferogram at
SM 1

= 0 .3 . Gas jet is at left. Flow is from top
I -- to bctt=

Fig 2. (rit) Nona..ensicnal index profile
or thister r ~ram, x is the distance

r r ,1:7, or te no:7 1e e:it.
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variation An inside the shear layer non-dimensionalized by the difference
of the index between the free stream and ambient air. The downstream
position of each data set is also shown in the figure.

Fig. 3 shows the best fit curve for three mean index profiles and Fiedler's
(1974) mean temperature data. The right hand portion of the graph shows

the comparison between Fiedler's curve and the M1 = 0.1 profile. The two
curves agree reasonably well. The left hand side of Fig. 3 presents a
comparison among M1 = 0.1, 0.3, and 0.6 profiles. Note that the MI = 0.6
profile has a smaller growth rate than M1 = 0.1. A comparison among this
data and that of Fielder (1974) is presented in Table 1. For this data
is nearly one. The Reynolds number of the flow is based on free stream
properties and the maximum tested length of the shear layer, x .

According to Bradshaw (1966) the detailed turbulence structure of a free
shear layer becomes self-similar at distances greater than 1000 momentum
thicknesses (calculated at the nozzle exit). The shear layer thickness is
Ln which was defined by the slope of a straight line passing through the

non-dimensional points -In = 0.2 and -n = 0.3.

Author M Re .
,max 0 a

Fiedler 0.02 4.0X105 1'00 0.26 x 0 . /1 SIDE 

This work 0.12 8.4xi04 100 0.28 0 SIDE

5P 0. H S
0.32 2.6xl0 2600 0.20 SIDE L -'.S.,

SIDE

" 0.58 2.8x10 5 1900 0.20 O,

Table 1. Comparison of index profiles. 002 0 -o2

Fig. 3. Nondimensional index profiles. Lefthand graph shows the data

for various Mach numbers: M =0.1 (solid line), M=0.3 (dash-dot line)

and M =0.6 (dashed line). Lighthand graph compafes the M =0.1 data

(solid line) with data from Fiedler (dash-double dot line).

4. Schlieren Observations

Time averaged schlieren photographs were taken parallel to the shear layer
for MI = 0.1, 0.6 and 0.9. (Short exposure results are detailed in Johari
et al 1984). The visual spreading rates of the shear layers, rvis =

LYvis/X, were read off the photographs. The sensitivity of the schlieren
system was insufficient to give reasonable estimates of the spreading rates
for those gases which were nearly index-matched, i.e., 38He/62Ar and N2.
The data from the other tested gases is shown in Fig. 4. Both Mach number
and density ratio effects are evident. The shear layer spreading rates at
M1 - 0.9 are about 0.7 times those at M = 0.1. This ratio is nearly the
same reduction as predicted by Bogdanoff (1983). For the M 0.9 data,
the reductions in shear layer spreading rates with increasing M1 are

consistent with a compressibility effect, while the M1 = 0.6 data cannot be
completely explained as compressibilitv effects. The spreading rates wih th
A 0.61 are about 0.7 times the rates at X = 6.5.

P P _0

2. ~ . j
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Fig. ". The visual
spreading rates or 0.6

the shear layer as XP
a function of the jet o -65
Mach number. Gases 0- - -29
are He (circles), 0 K -061
86He! I Ar (squares)
and CO,, (triangles).

0 02 04 08 0

5. 0ztical ,?ualit': .easurements :;or- ml to the Shear Layer"

Stop-actior. interferograms "v;ere taken parallel to the shear la'yer for
various densit'y ratios and Mach numbers. Fig. 5 shows four interferograms
taken at X1 = 0.9 for C32, 3B e oA, 86He/l4Ar, and He. Alhough the
shear layers spreading rates are different, co~on features are noticed.
Large scale structures appear to exist in all cases. Second, there are

c) b)

Fig. 5. St -3c- ticn in vr errr.g th1e S- e l lar:er s2reading

at =A. :i r.n left to right Gs jet is on t C. Ga es are

' , , , , . %
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regions in the irrotational fluid where disturbances exist next to such
structures which imply engulfment of irrotational fluid. Fig. 6 shows
interferograms taken nor-mal to the shear layer at M I = 0.6. The density
ratios are 0.60, 0.99, and 6.5 for CO2, 38 He/62 Ar, and He, respectively.
There is a striking difference between the index fluctuations. The index
difference between the jet and air at room temperature was lowest for the
mixture (-n 7.7 x 10- 5) and highest for He (.In = 2.35 x 10-4).

e)ases ar_ ) Ci, .ar

An important measure of the laser beam degradation is the Strehl ratio or

loss of peak far-field intensity caused by the flow field, II. It is

known thit for a til; and focus corrected laser beam that I/ ° T

expf-<:->] where <As-> is the mean square phase error over the area. If

one assumes that the index fluctuations are homogeneous within the shear

layer (a poor assumption in view of the evidence for coherent structures in

shear layers and the variation of its structure), an estimate of I/I o  can

be made. The reduction in far-field intensity due to turbulent

fluctuations is given by Sutton (1969) for this case as an exponential

function of k, the wavenumber, A, the integral scale of the turbulence, L,

the shear layer thickness, and <-n->, the averaged index fluctuation. In

inhomogeneous shear layers both variations in the Gladstone-Dale constant,

6 and P can contribute to An. To estimate the Strehl ratio one needs to

measure or to predict L, A, and <An->. While this equation is only an

aoproximation for shear layers, an important aspect of the work is to

measure these variables for shear layers of interest and to model these

results. The phase errors can be correlated with Sn across the shear layer.

Each near-field interferogram is digitally read by a Microneye camera and

the infor-nation is stored using a micro-computer. The central location of

each fringe is deternined with respect to specific reference lines. The

tare interferogram is treated the same way. The net fringe shift is

obtained by subtracting the tare from the disturbed fringe pattern. These

values are then averaged over an area and finally, the root mean square

phase error at the location of reference lines is computed. While the tilt

correction has not been removed from this set of measurements, this

correction was negligible up to about tv.o nozzle widths downstream.

Further do',rstream, tilt became an important factor; however, at such

locations, the flow is not two-4 4mensiona 1 any longer because of wall

etfects. Another point that shml.1 be emphasifod] is that the results are

in ter..s or h inter'er:neter .a'r.ngth (7Th) . H9'.,,, the h'se error

for a laser device with a Jiffer, t -avincth sho' he pr ,r:. scaled.
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Figures 7 and 8 show the effect of density ratio and Mach number on the
root mean square phase error at 0.69p. Fig. 7 represents the phase error
as a function of downstream position for a jet of 86He/14Ar at various Mach
numbers. The three curves and the values are very similar. The only
difference seems to be in the position of peaks and valleys which appears
to be a result of passage of nonsteady vortical structure. This feature is
more apparent in Fig. 8, where three gases are compared at M = 0.6. The
root mean S€uare phase error increases in the downstream direction since
the shear layer grows. The values of Strehl ratio obtained from the near-
field phase error data is comparable to those given by Legner et al (1978)
and Vu et a! (1980). The exreri-ental results do not agree closely with
the theoretical derivation of Sutton (1969), because of the presence of the
coherent st-uctures. If we assume that the integral scale of turbulence is
of the order of the shear layer thickness, the theoretical prediction
agrees roughly with the experimental results.

I S.
1'0. 1.0

He -

5I  _5 86 He -

38 He

M I 0-

0 I 2 3 0 I 2 3
x/D x/D

The root mean scuare Dhase error as a function of the downstream position.
The gas mixture in Fig. 7. (left) is 86He/1A'Ar. The gases in Fig. 8. are
He (solid line), 86He/14Ar (dashed line) and 38He/62Ar (dash-dot line).

In conclusion, a shear layer of matched refractive index produces the least
near-field phase error. Large scale vortical structures are very
troublesome and seriously degrade the optical quality of flows. The
estimated Strehl ratios of the shear layers studied here may be acceptable
at infrared wavelengths, but are unacceptable in the visible range.
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FAR FIELD OPTICAL PROPERTIES IN

COMPRESSIBLE INHOMOGENEOUS SHEAR LAYERS

Thomas C. Blum
University of Washington

Seattle, Washington

Abstract

Theory

The time averaged optical properties of

Inhomogeneous shear layers have been investigated The index of refraction for a gas can be

and are reported here. The principal far field found from the following expression [2]:

measurement used is the Strehl Ratio. That is,

the peak far field intensity of a high quality

He-Ne laser beam is measured in the far field

with and without the shear layer present. Their n= +(1)

ratio determines the Strehl Ratio. The initial

results of the study provide information for

shear layers of CO1, He and mixtures of He and Ar where n is the index of refraction. 9 is the

for M - 0.6. The results are compared to those Gladstone-Dale constant for a given species. p is

done previously at low Mach number and are also the gas density, and Pi is the gas density at

used with a theoretical expression to investigate standard conditions. The index of refraction for

the near field phase error in the laser beam. a uniform gas mixture is found by using the

Near field measurements taken previously for Gladstone-Dale constant for the mixture:

spreading rate information are also presented
here for completeness.

'bI + S2 "2 + + 3 3n'i (2)

introduction

where , is the Gladstone-Dale constant of the ntr-.

It Is known that turbulence and coliernt pecies Ind V11 is the volume fraction of the nt

structure occur in shear layers, even at iodest species.

Reynoid's number (I]. The performance of optical

systems can be severely degraded when laser beams The optical data in this report are based on

or Images are passed through inhomogeneous shear a reference beam formed by plane waves Incident

layers. Optical properties of shear layers is a on a circular aperture. The resulting far field

current topic of research with a wide range of diffraction pattern is the well known Airy

appiicatinos which include high powered lasers, pattern which consists of a central bright spot

optical Imaging systems, and proposed defense known as the Airy disk surrounded by concentric

systems. subsidiary maxima. (For reference, see Born and

Wolf. Principles of Optics. pp 395-396). The

Computer coupled image processing systems power in the beam within a radius r is found by

have greatly facilitated the type of integrating the far field intensity pattern over

investigation reported on here. Images taken by the area. For the reference configuration, the

a 256 x 256 array of photo diodes can be stored power versus nondimensional radius is given In

and manipulated easily by such a system and figure 2 [3) and will be used later to compare

accordingly much of what is presented here Is In with the experimental data. The nondimensional

the form of computer output. radius used in figure 3 is given by [3]

Background x - kaw (3)

A shear layer is the region formed by two where k is the wave number, a is the aperture

flows of differing velocities characterized by diameter, and w Is the radial coordinate of any

turbulence and large scale structures [1). Fig. point in the aperture normalized by the aperture

I shows the shear layer formed by a C02 Jet to image plane distance.

exhausting into still air, The width of the

shear layer is typically defined by some The Strehi Ratio which is the peak far field

percentage of change of a relevant quantity from intensity ratio with and without flow. can be

the free stream values. This report uses the 90% found by differentiating the power distribution

10% normalized index of refraction change with respect to r as r goes to zero. If Power In

((n,, -n) / (nt -na,,)) definition. Other fig. 2 is given by

thicknesses may be defined by velocity,

temperature, or other fluctuations in the layeL r
Another parameter which is often defined for . :: d.
shear layers 13 the integral turbiience scaie

or macro scale which is the aean size of large for t!:e \lt7 tn, th,,n tne Intens, t is %.'

scale eddies that form distinct "packets of by
turbulence" in the shear layer. The nonuniform

mixing of the two dissimilar fluids gives rise to 4

these packets which are the source of refractive , r .-- . i.
Index and density fluctuations across the shear .. . -

layer.

% . % % % .%
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The Strehi Ratio is thus found by taking the The far field measurements were made by
ratio of eq. (4) with and without flow as r goes pnsiing a beam of laser light through the shear
to Zero: layer parallel to it. The optics system consisted

of a high quality He-Ne laser, a pin-hole spatial

I lim 0filter, two telescopes, various filters, masksP
C (L) do dL,) 5 and a ccd camera with a 256x256 array of

10 r.o tir flow dr ref photo-diodes. The system was arranged on two
aluminum rails as shown in fig. 3. A twelve volt

Eqs. (4) and (5) are exact only for Intensity light bulb was used to prov)ide a flat field In

patterns that are circular; however they give a order to resolve parts of the signal from the

reasonable approximation for smail dependence on random shot noise produced by the camera. The

angular position. For noncircular patterns which signal to noise ratio of the camera was about

usually occur only for highly degraded beams an 50:1.
effective Strehl Ratio may be defined as the
power remaining within the principal maximum of The camera was connected to an imaging
the reference pattern normalized by the power In system which was coupled to a micro-computer. The

camera provided the imaging system with an analog

the principal maximum of the reference pattern:
signal which was then digitized and stored in an

r 2- array and could be easily manipulated by a
£ff lF.)dd ORTR.AN code written for the experiment.

S. rz (6), The- data. obtained for COL, fe. Ar. and

L ix~j-sofli id r.were taeni s-atdar'l
0 0 reqt cond it ;ons the near field datai whitch provided

Stton hais der iveli 3n a iternatvIe exPresS iOnflfor sprad inig rate Information wer,- found isiilg 4acri-

the, Str,-hl Ratio prnouced by a homogeneous Zender and 9hear interferometers.

turbule nce zune t . I

Sher:hcenless C..

The thi exness 1. of the shear layer at any
downstt'eom !o'tt:to in detersinoed frnn at1 . the

wnor,! k i the wave numuer , is the int,:gral spr-!ad n rare ;t-iramecter :Art - L X-% V ir es

turitul-tce scalet. L I-, the width of the zone, and of a:\ for the sntar lavers were found :nthe

ia"-t the meain iquire refractive index chaitie laboratory cooctirri-it iy with this PxLperiment 7

througn thle 7otie. The express ion in or-icxets in tOn it re 11 'ett :It .iu' 1, X, Il -t '.ui

eq, (7) Is 'he 7iean square phase error in 'lie ortogin of the- sitoir layer andi '19iir~i up

near field [5). If ̂ ~ is approximated as L times a stream of the nozzle exit. This effec-Ive

constant [5) and <an'> is taken to be displacement of shear layer orig.n is due to the
proportional to the square of the refractivp boundary layer at the nozzle exit. As stated

index difference across the layer. Iii . eq. (7 earlier, the 90% - 10% normalized refractive

has the form Index change definition is used to compute &R al
was found using interferometric techniques.

TO exp C- A An% 8 Far Field Measurements

where A includes all constants of proportionality As was ment:oned earlier, the classical Airy

(furclaity.A wll h deinedas K~~twiiree intensity pattern Is the reference configuration

Is given by <&n-1> - 'anl- and C is given. by L * used in this experiment. Figure 5 shows the

rCl. This expression whiich Is for 3 tilt and pseudo 3-D result for the .5 cm aoerture. Each

focus corrected beam passing through a line In fig. 4 represents the divitized signal

homogeneous turbulence zone, will be used to froi the corresnondilng line of pixels In the

evaluate A when the Strehi Ratio. &it. and L are camera array. Every 16th line is plotted. The

known The assumption that <an"N' is prcportional plots ire shown from an intermedlate perspective

to an~is good only while compressibility effects so thait Intensity in three directions can be

are small since compressible layers that ire shown Note the ippearanCe of the first ring.

Index matched are known to give Strehi Ratios Subse-quent ring maxina are completely lost in the

l ess thban1 1 [ 6J rancomn ioise of the camera. Fia. 5 3rows the
nornalized power distrihution for fiC, 4 which Is

cc-oa.reo ti) _te theoret,.cal r'esi" t oth curves
Ext or':-.tttaI Setitp ar, If !31:11.tr 3h,]Ve the referewire -rr'.

hovr r:stes iist' nd approa,:ne4 tas maxillius

rhIe Ineirl layer -is turn.-u 0% 1'ao 1.t i 7- .- Oi.- Is I' I the fact

st I:ozzlt 1 1 .:7 r) I iile~ Intt: -:1 atir. -1 ~. otr ''tt atrtn:.i he tota:

t't n.:le1 which had to 7 r utrc) ra~ ~ r; h :. t I':n Is ti.....due, ta

was iur rounde-d on three sides by opt I cal t ass dl t aclon off0 o ar-rraY. When -.:!1LI d by alt
whichi formed tin teit 3o': t ot. Th.' noz:P wai 11r-2rIatO 0 ~r ' to ho t1i, :" In~tnt of

diit.eti to minimi:!F !h~Ttr-;r layer tlrr'wti inti a pow.'r wI ittii !io Jire rid hiro ::ttis the

1,11 t to itthhiit 'ticl'.it .Ini Ittttt:tt cottttc iie wel I.Iip to5:11 litci.i:r7 rini:

duwiit eim f t' tst tt :no a'' g;

,7
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Fig. 12 is a plot of Strehl Ratio versus (a
The on a log scale. The results tar the 0.5 cm

experiment are shown in figs. 7 and a. Fig. 7 is n)o o cl.Terslstrte05C1
tepeIensty ar ttsown fi 62%7l ad 1.0 c. diameter beam are nearly straight lines (except

thenItream witpattern cmrapertlre.ath1.0ocerfor COI) which indicate the parameter A in eq.
downstream with a 0].5 cm aperture. The power (8) is a constant over this range of (&nL) L

. 
The

distribution and Strehl Ratio calculation for 62% bair a co ant oet b aned

He are shown in fig. 8. The third curve is the
theoretically and is presumed to be in error. It

tare distribution. The decrease in power near the is prebuble ta te he layer at
end s te rsultof igh beng sattredoffIs probable that the shear layer for CO, is too
end s te rsultof igh beng sattredoftthick which decreases the Strehl Ratio and shifts

the array and is not expected theoretically. The to thih n the S1)ehe Ret shfor

presence of noise is also seen past the second 1. co dit ba are mare resome and
darkrin whih sowsthe imis oftheccd1.0 cm diameter beams are more troublesome and

dark ring{ which shows the limits of the ccd
may be in error due to reasons discussed earlier.

camera. The Strehl Ratio is computed using a Fig. 13 Is a plot of the parameter AI(A/2k')
numerical approximation to eq.15). By which is found from eq. (8) versus density ratio

calculating the Strehi Ratio from the integral of and Inon fro agi shw te rest tati

the intensity pattern, error Is reduced by the

averaging effect of' the Integral. However, varies little over the range of gases for the 0.5

findin. the ratio between the maximum pixels of cm case. Eq. (7) Is derived for homogeneous
turbulence and Is applied to the present results

the tare and the run gives good agreement in most
out of necessity. Therefore. an inherent error in

case. Thlt- Strehl Ratio result- for five ases . the results of figs. 10 and 11 results due to the

tho hens dijameters (1.5 andi 10 9 . and two presence of coherent structure In shear layers~ow eam~ -d iameters 10. and ' m an two .jwhich are Inhomogeneous by nature and may causedownstr";im !or~lirioris f 1 0 -m anfd 2 --m a',i ,r,,

. i ll 
i  

-M.- r, 3 l ie - :or l r,,- tiIt ina foucis errors :hich are not acc'n{it d -"r

itr,'-ii, Mach otini.'r )t ) i lin i F. r .iuni :r¢,,s n 9. '4d lifo-' .'er, it he isn ap" if the

imain"s qi li I) i i ' looni .xposlire St al ( , 0 re erprr, ":on i!,il rl ioll IS not chinged

ire hiifher 'or 'In,): ii'
,. heiu dinmeter onich ojn he drasrlcail,,. the tilt .n0 lie e'ffectively

b-i- is of hioM.k-i Oslls 'UrD1i 'l0nce s5 - c 'l correctod for in the iati )e carrying out the

Rrhlct inn :n Otr,,lil Rat r !'o ) -n ',,im intei:r;j1:oli i ) -hi ' inteno i'y pattern from the oe:~o

n*ointPnslrv enti r io .c.. iT .1)n This ,.'f/ ctlve

F:orr ,ec'-il .. 1 -,1 . i :or 'lie ..0 cm beam it

(if the beam 51 A4 'he aibsoltie l alue .( the 2. .1 cm ,Iownshr imi ioul !or some o'f the lar:
€

rri' :e.' led-: I: f'roce -ph,- refractive index chane mixtures which have

Rat i 1IPer- I , T I q' I I :-; W y* e .I- , re te 4elvere:.
•  

Ii':.i s . However, it may also )e

!o Sti'hi W'iij oi I ilcli 'hio,-lnltreaffislio ,p noted that th, qiienr layer us:omes more

i'rlh liiOI euis 1o1-,lotrnm a ,s ixnsl: occurs. The

IS- IS .. . 0 error In \ Sn', hi' .tstiti;tnai by differentiatng

incr" ises Th.-'i 's 10 eq. 8) ind Is fotnd :o lepeno ;nversely on (&nL,

dependent on , the sacro scale. wnlch increases and direct,'Y on the uncertainty In Streni Ratio.

with hhii 'kness IAI and thus greater legradat on Therefore. even when the error In Strehl Ratio is

is expected lownstrea'm. Finally. wail effects are small. large errors may result in A when (AnL) is

more pronounced iownstream and thus larger phase small. The constant C in A that relates

errors occur. The results of Table 2 can be thickness to integral turbulence scale has been

compared wth si rijr and earlier results oy determined by other researchers and is

Higins 191 ITiole .1) forM - O.I with approximately 0.25 [81. Eliminating this factor

Interest .ng r.hanes occurrIng. As Mach numoer 1.s from A . the cnstant g'relating An to mean

increased. many factors which can improve )r square refractive index fluctuations may be

degrade the Image occur. For instance. for all determined. Tacle 5 shows - for a numoer of

mixtures, the rqfractive index tenos towards that gases. The data fall into the range found

for air it room conditions which reduces the previously by others (61. Finally. a word should

phase error The shear laver thicKness decreases be said about rvous and current attempts of

at hiner '.ici numoer which also reduces the modeling phase .Jeirnidation by shear layers with

phase error An increase in Reynold's Numuer homogeneous turbulence results. The data

would oe expecteI to increase phase error jue 'o presented here agree with theory and previous

higher turbul-nce intensity. Table 2 and 3 show experiments. This agreeient. in some cases may be

in Increase in .;trenl Ratio for all :ased it M - strictly fortuitous. That is the instantaneous

0 6 which lnoclit,'e the first two effects are results due to coherent structure .ay be quite

mor- Imortlanl- n 'his range (compressibir' different from those predicted by eq..(7) and

effects at hif!her Mnch number may cause larger only when they are time averaged do they agree.

rer¢rac ,., iidex 1!uictuatcions whircn serlousiy For exampe, it has !"-n suig,,sted (101 that the

dp!!ride ',he bperi '! The calculated err:'r shear layer may r,,:'ct the beam back and forth

valile:l illO.fll 0 '. r , ire bsed c!i -4i es s w'h a ' e . qoenc'hat the tine

inerl rll,. '". '.i; .at ion ill user ackgrooot averig-d ef'ect 12 1 smea[r'l .fitensit';

I l'Iumi.lt; )l ' -I ot nil chi.ios 10" the ;lnear onstratut oni . c:.: Io 1Ii' proiuced j. 1 ij)do

' r 1 . . :i St ' ' ' " .i:t0L')'C 7it Iio.'.. e tiar fit.:

3 irto ",) '"r ".. " P , it. ,'hil .2 '"i) lty
'  

I1:: T- .i c .' . ' lie it
' ' 'in .Il' . 1r . 1 . . .) . ,. hI e i it, " . ' f"luti _:Tt

t 
.2 ;' z l l#irr P{101( 2'

1  
2':L~

; d 41crr *i.l :" ejejori s . c , i tt Ir' lo r.en s :r . e ,'" }iu sa ' hen o ar r .. i; ly

St: hi : ' )- ,., 2 Ir . " ')e , Id exo i i I re )' . cr , Icale effect .

t e h .r , o )r
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8. Batt. R.G. "Turbulent Mixing of Passive and
Chemically Reacting species In a Low-Speed
shear Layer', Journal of Fluid Mechanics.

Vol. 82. Part 1, 1977, pp 53-95.
Conclusion

9. Higgins. D.. graduate student. unpublished

The time averaged Strehi Ratios for various data. University of Washington. Aerospace and
gases and beam diameters were found Energetics Research Laboratory, Fall 1985.

experimentally. Computer images provided other
Information such as power and intensity 10. Christiansen. W.. Professor of Aeronautics
distributions in the far field. The Strehl Ratio and Astronautics. University of Washington.
results were used with a theoretical expression Seattle. Discussions. Spring 1986.
for homogeneous turbulence so that the near field
phase error could be investigated and perhaps
predicted for some cases. The results agreed
reasonably well with those found by other
researchers, especially at the smaller beam
diameter. ImaRe degradation Increased with

refractive Index difference, downstream distance.
and increasing beam diameter. The time averaged
effects of large scale structures in shear layers

are significant but there is reason to believe

that instantaneous results iay difer and should

be investigated. Finnily. the use of a computer
coupled image processing system is higniy
recommended for use In taking. storing, and

manipulating data.
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TABLE I Sore~dinq Rates for Shear Layers

86. He 62% He 38. He CO2

An 0.258 0.224 0.207 0.209

Xo  -0.60 -0.50 -0.42 0.00

an is computed for the 90--10. refractive index chanqe definition
of the shear layer and X. is the virtual origin.

TABLE 2 Strehl Ratios at M = 0.5

0.5 cm Bean Diameter

He 86' He 62'. He O8% He CC2

d = 1.3 :- 0.54 _ .01 0.77 _ .015 0.93 .01 0.98 .01 .88 .01

d n 2.J :7 - - - 0.39 :.05 .59 .01 .* -. 01 .49 .02

;.3 : eC73-:r r .

H Je5'. 6 'e 4C e C32

.. . . .. . J0. .- 5 .02 0.72 ± .01

- --. J - ..- .- _-. 0.52"]:.2 2.T0.0.1 0. 8:3 .C2

I refers to co"nstre.-, starce grc:- nozzle eit

He 62'. He 38, He CC2

d = 1.3 cr. .35 0.5 0.34 0.30

d 2. 2 .2, 0.29 0.7 0 Is

1.0 ci :.iea Diameter

He 62 He 38 e C2

d - .0 cm .12 . .. .72 .49

d 2. cm --- .. 35 .20

Results we-e found by Hig.ins on same accara',ts.
Error values were not availaole.

T . -  Efectiie Dce- latio it " 0.5

1. cm 3evn Diamete', 2.0 :m Downst-ram

S.Z; -e . 52=.' 5 J . "-

86',,

S %
0 0,-. . ,w,,* ., , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._. . . ..- ,.,. -. ... . . ..-" .. ..,- .- . . .. . ..-- .-. . .. -. -.. ., ., .. " .'. . " . ' .
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TABLE 5 a Parameter, M =0.6

0.5 cm 3eam Diameter

86'. He 62. He 38% He CC2

d = 1.0 cm, 0.089 0.083 0.091 .14

d =2.0 cm .10 .11 .13 .17

1.0 cmn Beam Diameter

86'. He 62. He 38. He CC2

d =1.0 c-,i .13 .13 .25 .23

d = 2.2 'J1 .21 .2. .26

mis th-e :3-s:'rt at ithe t-.v' cuar
retract' we ir-e f ct'-zns t n te sQuare of the refrac"'ve index
difere"Ce IC7rcss t.e Sr-2,r layer.

1.0

-. 0.5

0.2

0.0

0 2 4 6 x 0

SS
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Laser Sh ar laye". FilIters, Camera

Spatial filter ApertureTescp

FIGURE 3 Experimental set up.
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OPTICS OF INHOMOGENEOUS SHEAR LAYERS

W.H. Christiansen,* G. Yu,** D.W. Bogdanoff,+ T. Blum* and Y. Tsai*
Aerospace and Energetics Research Program, University of Washington

Seattle, Washington 98195, U.S.A.

I NTRODUCTI ON

Optical inhomogeneities in a flow field can seriously degrade the

ability to focus a light beam through the flow field. There are many

instances where one encounters turbulent interfaces in gas laser

technology. [1 ] Shear layer and wakes occur in the resonators of high

power lasers, for example. Coherent vortical structure may be present

in the layer [ 2 ] and could cause large changes in refractive index as

the l ayer entLrai ns the amient ai r. WhilIe some studi es of l aser bean,.

degradation by shear layers have been carried out, they have for the

most part ignored any ordered contribution and instead assumed

spatially homogeneous turbulence.j 3] Previous studies also used a .

narrow range of experimental parameters so that a study with a broader

range of experimental conditions is warranted.

This paper is a continuation of previous work in the

laboratory ,5] in which the optical properties of a zero velocity

ratio shear layer have been experimentally investigated. This . _,

involves a systematic investigation with independent control of ...

density and compressibility effects. This was usually accomplished by

using free jets of various helium and argon mixtures. Near-field

information, such as spreading rate of shear layer, was mainly

obtained from that of a large number of interferograms or schlieren

photographs. Shear layer thickness measurements which cover a density

ratio, XP , from 0.2 to 7.4 and Mach number, M, from 0.1 to 2.0 are

presented.

While near field interferograms may be used to judge the source

of beam distortion and magnitude and, in some instances, may be used

*Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics.
*Visiting Scholar, Institute of Mechanics, Beijing.

4 Research Engineer.
I"Graduate Student.
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to calculate the far field effects, the measurement of the far field
degradation is more accurate. This paper describes the technique that

was used to obtain data directly from the far field of the laser beam

after passing through the shear layer. The principal far field mea-

surement used the Strehl ratio in which the time averaged peak

intensity of a high quality He-Ne laser beam is measured in the far
field with and without the shear layer present. The ratio of these

two measurements is the Strehl ratio. This measurement was

accomplished using digital optical imaging equipment whereby the far

field data could he numerically processed by computer.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Three contoured nozzles were employed for the investigation.

They are 2-D symmetric nozzles with a square exit dimension of 1.4 cm.

The ratio and angle of contraction at the entrance section were

designed to minimize boundary layer growth. The contour in expansion

section of the supersonic nozzles were designed to obtain uniform

supersonic flow. The typical momentum thickness, !3 at the nozzle

exit, was calculated to he 0.027 mm for M = 0.1 and 0.05.' mm for

M = 1.4. The Reynolds number, based on the nozzle exit dimension and

high speed gas stream, ranged from 3.1×104 to 75,(104. The gases

tested were He, Ar, Cnf2, SF6 and He-Ar mixtures of 95% He, 86%, He, 62,'

He, 38R% He and 271 He by volume. The flow was surrounded on three

sides with optical glass which formed the test section (7.5 cm x

7.5 cm x 1.4 cm). A plane 2-D shear layer was formed at the fourth

edge where the jet was allowed to mix with the ambient still air. An

extension (7.5 x 32 x 1.4 cm) was placed downstream of the test

section to eliminate anomalous entrainment of the ambient air in the

test section.

For the near field investigations, conventional Mach-Zehnder

(M-Z) interferometer, shear interferometer and schlieren were used to

obtain information after passing through the shear layer. For the far

field investigation, a diffraction-limited He-Ne laser beam was used

to produce the Fraunhoffer diffraction pattern. The beam was

spatially filtered, expanded, collimated, and then masked by a
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circular aperture to produce a parallel test beam of nearly constant

intensity. This beam was then passed through the mixing layer and

then entered a reducing telescope to bring the diffraction-limited

beam into a convenient range on the optical table. A (CCD type)

electronic camera then captured the image of the diffraction pattern

for digital storage and analysis on a computer. [6,7

NEAR FIELD MEASUREMENTS

One of the length scales that characterize a shear layer is the

thickness of the shear layer. The time averaged M-Z interferogram and

shear interferogramis of the shear layer were taken to obtain the mean

growth rate of the index of refraction profiles. The process of da--a 0

reduction may be found in Refs. 4 and 5. The '.I-Z interferometer was

only functional at low Mach numbers due to vibration problems.

However, the shear interferometer could still provide readable inter-

ferograms at Mach numbers up to 1.4.

The data was processed by a computer program that calculates

self-similar profiles and the location of the virtual origin. The

shear layer width is defined by the slope of straight line passing

through relative index change of 0.1 and 0.9. The accuracy of the

reading is believed to be around 0.2 fringe spacing. Figure I shows

typical refractive index profiles plotted in nondimensional

coordinates for the M-Z interferogram shown in Fig. 2. The various

points refer to three axial locations and their near coincidence in S

nondimensional coordinates shows good self-similarity of the flow

field.

Ensemble averaged schlieren photographs were also taken parallel

to the shear layer. The visual growth rate of shear layer was

measured by drawing straight line tangents to the edges of the shear

layer, as done by Ref. 2. Considering the uncertainty in defining the

edges of the layer, the error in growth rate is estimated to be

10-20%. 

A set of complete data of both types of measurements is presented

in Table 1. Correspondingly, the shear layer thickness, 6, vs. M and

X are presented in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively. The growth rates

pW

.'.-' .'.,,.'.,, ., €. e ,.#. .m ,,>¢..., -. ' " '#'.. =.-.- .- '. % '_#.-'_ _.- ..w ..' -... - w_.' 4. _'.r ... ' - ', S,
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decreased dramatically with increasing M and were only weakly

dependent on X It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the growth rate

varied more near the region of M=1 than elsewhere. The growth rate

decreases 2.5-3.5 times as M goes from subsonic to supersonic. In

contrast, the growth rate increases not more than 30% for an order and

one-half increase in density ratio, as seen in Fig. 3. Coherent

structure was only observed at M < 0.6 as determined by schlieren pho-

tographs.

Stop-action ruby laser interferograms taken normal to the shear

layer gave near field results over the entire Mach number range.

These pictures show that the He/air layer would produce the larqest

beam degradation, as can be seen in Fig. 5.

FAR FIELD iEASURErIENT

The optical data in this study are based on a reference beamr

formed by a plane wave incident on a circular aperture. The resulting 0

far field diffraction pattern is the Airy pattern, which consists of a

central bright spot known as the Airy disk surrounded by concentric

subsidiary maxima. ]  The power in the beam within a radius r is

found by integrating this far field intensity pattern over the area.

The power vs. nondimensicnal radius is given in Ref. 8 and shows that

84% of the power is within the first ring of the ideal Airy pattern.

The Strehl ratio can be found by differentiating the power

distribution with respect to r as r goes to zero. As the power is
r

given by p = 2.f Irld; for a symmetric pattern, then the intensity is
0

given by
r

= lim d - I dp (1)r-0 - 1 f 2-r d ] 2= r r .
0

The Strehl ratio is thus found by taking the ratio of eq. (1) with and

without flow. No tilt or focus correction was applied to these

measurements.

Sutton [ 91 has derived a theoretical expression for the Strehl

ratio assuming a homogeneous turbulence zone as

expF-; 2] e ~p-2k2 <An' 2 >AL] (2)

0

T~o -
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is the mean square phase error in the near field, A is the

integral turbulence scale, L is the width of the zone, and <An' 2 > is

the mean square refractive index perturbation in the zone. The

results of the Strehl ratio study and shear layer growth study may be

correlated. In a case where no coherent structure is seen, the scale

length in the shear layer may be assumed to be 1/4 of to the measured

shear layer thickness.J3] Under this condition, one may write

- = expF-k 2 a n2 2 /2] , (3)

where An is the index refraction change across the layer and L is

replaced hy 6 which is measured from the experim.ent. The constant, z.,

is then derived from the Strehl ratio. This permits a semi-empirical 

prediction of optical performance with respect to the mean thickness

of the shear layer.

A time-averaged digitized electronic image of the laser beam was

used as the principal measurement. Each image gives quantitative

information on position and intensity of the laser beam in the far

field. Experiments were run with various gases at different Mach

numbers so beam degradation as a function of experimental parameters

could he found.

Figures 6 and 7 show computer-drawn images of the far field with

and without flow for 62" He mixture at M = 0.6. Each line in the

figures represents the digitized signal from the corresponding line of

the camera array. Only every sixteenth line is plotted and this is

typical of the results found. The images in Fios. 6 and 7 are for an

0.5 cm beam and were taken with 0. 1 sec exposure time. It was found

that a decrease in beam diameter dramatically improved the Strehl

ratio. For example, at M = 0.6 the Strehl ratio for 86'. He

(An = 2x10'- ) decreases when beam diameter is increased from 0.5 cm to

1.0 cm at 1.0 cm downstream of the nozzle exit. Downstream location

also has a large impact on Strehl ratio. An increase in downstream

distance of 1.0 cm for 0.5 cm beam also decreases the Strehl ratio, as

may be expected because of the increase in layer thickness. The

variation of Strehl ratio with density ratios for M = 0.6, 0.9 and 1.4

ALI,.
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were measured. As the spreading rate for all the shear layers

increases with density ratio, increasing degradation with density

ratio is expected.

Equation (4) relates the mean square phase error in the near

field to An2 , 6 , k2 and a constant. The Strehl ratio data were

plotted on a log scale versus kAn5 for an 0.5 cm beam. A visual best

fit straight line was drawn for each case. The lines fit the data

well except CO2 . The slope of the line yields c2/2 which ideally
should he constant. The values of a2 were found to be quite variable
but on the same order as those reported by others.[3] Attempts to fit

the I cm beam data as above did not give a straight line, which lea!s

one to believe the large beam is more affected by the inhomogeneous

nature of the shear layer. The tabulated values of ., and Strehl ratio

for each measurement are given in Table II.
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Fig. 6. Computer Drawn Image of a
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